
Call # TITLE & AUTHOR
070.92 WATTE How I saved the world / Jesse Watters

155.4 STIXR What do you say? : how to talk with kids to build motivation, stress tolerance, 
and a happy home / William Stixrud, PhD, and Ned Johnson

261.26 OGREN Kabbalah and the founding of America : the early influence of Jewish thought in 
the New World / Brian Ogren

270.092 BACKS Holy hot mess : finding God in the details of this weird and wonderful life / Mary 
Katherine Backstrom; [foreword by Kristina Kuzmic]

291 GALLA New religions : emerging faiths and religious cultures in the modern world / 
Eugene V. Gallagher and Lydia Willsky-Ciollo

304.2 HAYHO Saving us : a climate scientist's case for hope and healing in a divided world / 
Katharine Hayhoe

304.2 HEYIN A hunter-gatherer's guide to the 21st century : evolution and the challenges of 
modern life / Heather Heying and Bret Weinstein

305.42 HILL Believing : our thirty-year journey to end gender violence / Anita Hill
305.8 DUNBA Not a nation of immigrants: settler colonialism, white supremacy, and a history 

of erasure and exclusion / Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz
305.8 MAKE Make good the promises : reclaiming Reconstruction and its legacies / edited by 

Kinshasha Holman Conwill and Paul Gardullo
306.0973 MENAN The free world : art and thought in the Cold War / Louis Menand
306.3 RAMAS Woke, Inc. : inside corporate America's social justice scam / Vivek Ramaswamy
306.85 STREE Brothers on three : a true story of family, resistance, and hope on a reservation 

in Montana / Abe Streep
320.082 RUBIN Resistance : how women saved democracy from Donald Trump / Jennifer Rubin
321.8 DOTSO The divide : how fanatical certitude is destroying democracy / Taylor Dotson
322.3 ROSS The raging 2020s : companies, countries, people--and the fight for our future / 

Alec Ross
322.4 HAYES Love for liberation : African independence, Black Power, and a diaspora 

underground / Robin J. Hayes
323.44 NELSO On freedom : four songs of care and constraint / Maggie Nelson

331.6 NGAI The Chinese question : the gold rushes and global politics / Mae Ngai
332.63 MEZRI The antisocial network : the GameStop short squeeze and the ragtag group of 

amateur traders that brought Wall Street to its knees / Ben Mezrich
333.72 SHERR Warmth : coming of age at the end of the world / Daniel Sherrell

342.73 DERSH The case against the new censorship : protecting free speech from big tech, 
progressives, and universities / Alan Dershowitz

342.7302 WOOD Power and liberty: Constitutionalism in the American revolution / Gordon S 
Wood

344.7305 CHEME Presumed guilty : how the Supreme Court empowered the police and subverted 
civil rights / Erwin Chemerinsky
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362.1 RUSCE Ending plague : a scholar's obligation in an age of corruption / Dr. Francis W. 
Ruscetti, Dr. Judy A. Mikovits, and Kent Heckenlively, JD

362.77 ELLIO Invisible child : poverty, survival, and hope in an American city / Andrea Elliott
363.325 POWER Home, land, security : deradicalization and the journey back from extremism / 

Carla Power
364.15 LEVIN Slonim Woods 9 : a memoir / Daniel Barban Levin
364.1523 BALA Redhanded : an exploration of criminals, cannibals, cults, and what makes a killer 

tick / Suruthi Bala and Hannah Maguire
364.1523 PETER The Violence Project : how to stop a mass shooting epidemic / Jillian Peterson, 

PhD, & James Densley, PhD
364.3 HENNI The rage of innocence : how America criminalizes Black youth / Kristin Henning
370.92 GROSS I left my homework in the Hamptons : what I learned teaching the children of 

the one percent / Blythe Grossberg
394.12 SIEGE The secret history of food : strange but true stories about the origins of 

everything we eat / Matt Siegel
516 ELLEN Shape : the hidden geometry of information, biology, strategy, democracy, and 

everything else / Jordan Ellenberg
523.1 ALEXA Fear of a black universe : an outsider's guide to the future of physics / Stephon 

Alexander
523.1 FERRI Where did the universe come from? and other cosmic questions : our universe, 

from the quantum to the cosmos / Chris Ferrie, Geraint F. Lewis
577 WESSE New England's roadside ecology : explore 30 of the region's unique natural areas 

/ Tom Wessels
591.5 ROACH Fuzz : when nature breaks the law / Mary Roach

612.68 YOUNG The science and technology of growing young : an insiders guide to the 
breakthroughs that will dramatically extend our lifespan . . . and what you can do 
right now / Sergey Young

613.25 GOTTF Women, food, and hormones : a four-week plan to achieve hormonal balance, 
lose weight, and feel like yourself again / Sara Gottfried, MD

614.59 SASLO Voices from the pandemic : Americans tell their stories of crisis, courage and 
resilience / Eli Saslow

616.02 ELY Every deep-drawn breath : a critical care doctor on healing, recovery, and 
transforming medicine in the ICU / Wes Ely

616.8521 MORTO Traumatized : identify, understand, and cope with PTSD and emotional stress / 
Kati Morton, LMFT

616.994 BOWLE No cure for being human : (and other truths I need to hear) / Kate Bowler
636.7 BRAGG The Speckled Beauty : a dog and his people / Rick Bragg
641.5 WEISS An unapologetic cookbook / Joshua Weissman

641.5636 ROSEN The weekday vegetarians / Jenny Rosenstrach ; photographs by Christine Han
641.5956 SAHAD Flavors of the sun : the Sahadi's guide to understanding, buying, and using 

Middle Eastern ingredients / Christine Sahadi Whelan
650.1 ROSS The perfect day to boss up : a hustler's guide to building your empire / Rick Ross 

with Neil Martinez-Belkin



701 CHARN The devil in the gallery : how scandal, shock, and rivalry shape the art world / 
Noah Charney

746.46 BAILE Crumb quilts : scrap quilting the zero waste way / Emily Bailey

746.46 BEAVE Quilting : 20 mindful makes to reconnect head, heart & hands / Elli Beaven
751.42 RICE How to make art for joy's sake : free-spirited watercolor / Kristy Rice ; foreword 

by Amy Palmer
759.13 REMBE Chasing me to my grave : an artist's memoir of the Jim Crow South / Winfred 

Rembert
780.92 KANNE House of music : raising the Kanneh-Masons / Kadiatu Kanneh-Mason
782.4216 LEWIS Promise that you will sing about me : the power and poetry of Kendrick Lamar / 

Miles Marshall Lewis
791.66 ARGET There she was : the secret history of Miss America / Amy Argetsinger

808.02 ANDER Never say you can't survive / Charlie Jane Anders

814.6 EVANS Black nerd problems / William Evans and Omar Holmon
814.6 MILLE Things I have withheld : essays / Kei Miller
814.6 OGIEB God, human, animal, machine: technology, metaphor, and the search for 

meaning / Meghan O'Gieblyn
817.54 SEDAR A carnival of snackery : diaries (2003-2020) / David Sedaris
818.6 ROBIN Please don't sit on my bed in your outside clothes : essays / Phoebe Robinson
909 BOCCA Water : a biography / Giulio Boccaletti

910.4 JOURN Journeys of a lifetime : 500 of the world's greatest trips ; introduction by Keith 
Bellows

938 ROMM Sacred band : three hundred Theban lovers fighting to save Greek freedom / 
James Romm

940.25 GOLDS In the shadow of the empress : the defiant lives of Maria Theresa, mother of 
Marie Antoinette, and her daughters / Nancy Goldstone

940.5318 BROKK The just : how six unlikely heroes saved thousands of Jews from the Holocaust / 
Jan Brokken

940.5318 CRIPP The Auschwitz photographer : the forgotten story of the WWII prisoner who 
documented thousands of lost souls / Luca Crippa and Maurizio Onnis

943.155 MERRI Tunnel 29 : the true story of an extraordinary escape beneath the Berlin Wall / 
Helena Merriman

956.7044 COKER The spymaster of Baghdad : a true story of bravery, family, and patriotism in the 
battle against ISIS / Margaret Coker

958.104 WHITL The Afghanistan papers : a secret history of the war / Craig Whitlock

959.9 RESEN Conquering the Pacific : an unknown mariner and the final great voyage of the 
Age of Discovery / André Reséndez

972.91 FERRE Cuba : an American history / Ada Ferrer

973.3 ELLIS The cause : the American Revolution and its discontents, 1773-1783 / Joseph J. 
Ellis

973.41 PHILB Travels with George : in search of Washington and his legacy / Nathaniel 
973.8 LEVIN The failed promise : Reconstruction, Frederick Douglass, and the impeachment 

of Andrew Johnson / Robert S. Levine



973.93 OSNOS Wildland : the making of America's fury / Evan Osnos
973.93 WILL American happiness and discontents : the unruly torrent, 2008-2020 / George F. 

Will
973.9311 ARKIN On that day : the definitive timeline of 9/11 / William M. Arkin

973.933 WOODW Peril / Bob Woodward, Robert Costa

BIOGRAPHY AAYLIYAH Baby girl : better known as Aaliyah / Kathy Iandoli
BIOGRAPHY ANTHONY Where tomorrows aren't promised : a memoir / Carmelo Anthony with D. 
BIOGRAPHY BIN LADEN The rise and fall of Osama bin Laden / Peter Bergen

BIOGRAPHY BOURDAIN Bourdain : the definitive oral biography / Laurie Woolever
BIOGRAPHY BURKE Unbound : my story of liberation and the birth of the Me Too movement / 

Tarana Burke
BIOGRAPHY CHOW Seeing ghosts : a memoir / Kat Chow
BIOGRAPHY COPAKEN Ladyparts : a memoir / Deborah Copaken
BIOGRAPHY DITLEVSEN The Copenhagen trilogy : Childhood; Youth; Dependency / Tove Ditlevsen 
BIOGRAPHY FEDERER The master : the long run and beautiful game of Roger Federer / Christopher 

Clarey
BIOGRAPHY FELDMAN Exodus, revisited : my unorthodox journey to Berlin / Deborah Feldman
BIOGRAPHY GEORGE Yellow tulips : a memoir : one woman's quest for hope and healing in the 

darkness of bipolar disorder / by Helen Joy George
BIOGRAPHY GRACIE Breathe : a life in flow / Rickson Gracie with Peter Maguire

BIOGRAPHY HARJO Poet warrior : a memoir / Joy Harjo
BIOGRAPHY LAFAYETTE Hero of two worlds : the Marquis de Lafayette in the Age of Revolution / Mike 

Duncan
BIOGRAPHY LEVY Real estate : a living autobiography / Deborah Levy
BIOGRAPHY MAGARY The night the lights went out : a memoir of life after brain damage / Drew 

Magary
BIOGRAPHY MARBLE The divine Miss Marble : a life of tennis, fame, and mystery / Robert Weintraub

BIOGRAPHY MELLENCAMP Mellencamp / Paul Rees
BIOGRAPHY PETERSON Yours cruelly, Elvira : memoirs of the mistress of the dark / Cassandra Peterson
BIOGRAPHY QU Made in China : a memoir of love and labor / Anna Qu
BIOGRAPHY THIEL The contrarian : Peter Thiel and Silicon Valley's pursuit of power / Max Chafkin
BIOGRAPHY TURNER Three girls from Bronzeville : a uniquely American story of race, fate, and 

sisterhood / Dawn Turner
BIOGRAPHY UNION You got anything stronger? : stories / Gabrielle Union ; with Kevin Carr O'Leary
BIOGRAPHY VANDERBILT Vanderbilt : the rise and fall of an American dynasty / Anderson Cooper and 

Katherine Howe
BIOGRAPHY WANG Beautiful country / by Qian Julie Wang
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